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Subjects Addressed

• Causes of Weather.
• Causes of climate and climate changes.
• Trends of sunny days and temperature across the US.
• Major types of severe storms and their causes.
• What factors drive the storms and make them strong
• What does or has man done to cause severe storms to increase or 

decrease in severity and number?
• Questions



Causes of Weather
• Daily changes in the weather are due to winds and storms. Seasonal changes are due to the 

Earth revolving around the sun. Because the Earth is round and not flat, the Sun's rays don't fall 
evenly on the land and oceans. The Sun shines more directly near the equator bringing these 
areas more warmth. Differential heating and cooling of the Ocean and land areas may cause 
movement of air

• Heating and cooling of the atmosphere causes air to move from one place to the other
• Heating causes air to rise and is less dense than cold air
• Cooling causes air to fall because of the density change
• Thus we have vertical movement

• Water contained in the atmosphere increases with the warming of the air and decreases with 
the cooling of the air

• Warm air can hold more moisture than cold air
• Thus, we have the mechanisms that cause weather
• In Summary

• 1) Factors that interact to cause weather are heat energy, air pressure, winds, and moisture in the air. 
• 2) Heat energy is transferred by conduction, convection, or radiation. 
• 3) Air temperature varies depending upon the angle at which the sun's rays strike the earth. 
• 4) Air pressure depends on the density of the air.



Causes of Climate

• The basic factors that determine climate are temperature and precipitation
• Factors that affect temperature are latitude, elevation, and the presence of ocean 

currents
• Factors that affect precipitation are prevailing winds and the presence of mountain 

ranges
• The earth's three major climate zones are the polar, temperate, and tropical zones.
• Marine climates and continental climates occur within each of the three major climate 

zones
• Natural factors that may cause changes in climate are continental drift, changes in the 

sun's energy output, and variations in the tilt of the earth's axis and the shape of the 
earth's orbit

• Or it can be said that the effects of human activities, continental drift, volcanic 
eruptions. where the earth is in its orbit, and where the solar system is in its travel 
through the galaxy. All these factors determine or lead to global warming or cooling 
and overall climate change.



Trends of Sunny Days/Temperature Over Time 
In The Last 125 Years In The US



Average Trends in Temperature Globally



Rise in Sea Surface Temperatures



Major Types of Severe Storms
Tropical Cyclone or Hurricane

• A tropical cyclone is a rotating low-pressure weather system that has organized 
thunderstorms but no fronts (a boundary separating two air masses of different 
densities)
• Tropical cyclones with maximum sustained surface winds of less than 39 miles 

per hour (mph) are called tropical depressions
• Those with maximum sustained winds of 39 mph or higher are called tropical 

storms.
• When a storm's maximum sustained winds reach 74 mph, it is called a 

hurricane. The Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale is a 1 to 5 rating, or 
category, based on a hurricane's maximum sustained winds. The higher the 
category, the greater the hurricane's potential for property damage
• Hurricanes originate in the Atlantic basin, which includes the Atlantic Ocean, 

Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of Mexico, the eastern North Pacific Ocean, and, less 
frequently, the central North Pacific Ocean.
• "Hurricane Season" begins on June 1 and ends on November 30, although 

hurricanes can, and have, occurred outside of this time frame.



Hurricane Example



Major Types of Severe Storms
Tropical Cyclones and Hurricane Trends Severity



Major Types of Severe Storms
Tropical Cyclone or Hurricanes?

Trends Number



What Factors Determine Their Strength?

• Humidity in the troposphere—the part of the atmosphere stretching 
from surface of the Earth to about 6 miles up
• Wind shear that can throttle storm formation
• Rising sea-surface temperatures
• Large-scale air circulation patterns known as "zonal stretching 

deformations”
• Of these factors, only rising sea surface temperatures were found to 

influence hurricane intensity in a statistically significant way over a long-
term basis. The other factors affected hurricane activity on short time 
scales only.
• Since Global Warming is a Climate Change phenomenon, it would be 

nonsensical to think that this may not be affecting the strength of current 
hurricanes.



Major Types of Severe Storms
Tornado

• A tornado forms when changes in wind speed and direction create a 
horizontal spinning effect within a storm cell. This effect is then tipped 
vertical by rising air moving up through the thunderclouds
• Tornadoes' distinctive funnel clouds are actually transparent. They 

become visible when water droplets pulled from a storm's moist air 
condense or when dust and debris are taken up.
• Tornadoes move at speeds of about 10 to 20 miles (16 to 32 kilometers) 

per hour, although they've been clocked in bursts up to 70 miles (113 
kilometers) per hour.
• The most violent tornadoes come from supercells, large thunderstorms 

that have winds already in rotation. About one in a thousand storms 
becomes a supercell, and one in five or six supercells spawns off a 
tornado.
• Although they can occur at any time of the day or night, most tornadoes 

form in the late afternoon. By this time the sun has heated the ground 
and the atmosphere enough to produce thunderstorms.
• Tornadoes form when warm, humid air collides with cold, dry air.



What Factors 
Determine Their 

Strength
As the planet warms, the moisture content of 
the atmosphere will increase
Moisture content is the basic fuel that drives 
thunderstorms and thunderstorms are 
necessary to produce a tornado
The other primary ingredient, the shear that 
organizes the storm, is likely going to decrease
We may see a shift toward non-tornadic wind 
storms in the future, but that's still a 
preliminary result
Straight-line winds may increase since high 
wind shear is not as much of an influence
Thus the thunderstorms may get stronger but 
with wind shear lower there could be a 
decrease in the severity of tornados however 
the jury is still out and the data presented in  
the next slides seems to indicate that this is not 
the case



Tornado Example



Major Types of Storms 
Frequencies of Tornados



Major Types of Severe Storms Tornado 
Average Strengths Over Time



Major Types of Severe Storms
Water Spouts

• A waterspout can be a funnel which contains an intense vortex, 
sometimes destructive, of small horizontal extent and which occurs 
over a body of water
• Waterspouts come in two types: tornadic and fair weather
• Tornadic waterspouts generally begin as true tornadoes over land in 

association with a thunderstorm, and then move out over the water
• Fair weather waterspouts, on the other hand, form only over open 

water
• They develop at the surface of the water
• Climb skyward in association with warm water temperature and high 

humidity
• Form in the lowest several thousand feet of the atmosphere and are usually 

small and relatively brief



Water Spout Example



There is No Real Data that Has 
Been Collected Addressing 
Average Strength For Water 

Spouts


